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Kevin Seah 

"High-Quality Suits & Shirts"

Offering shirting and suiting fabrics imported from countries as far-flung

as Italy and England, Kevin Seah allows patrons to be rest assured about

the quality of its products. Besides, shirts and suits, you can also shop for

accessories like pocket squares, ties, belts and shoes. Go through their

collection online to see what they have on offer. However, if you wish to

browse their collection personally, you need to book an appointment

before hand, to be able to visit during operating hours.

 +65 6532 2018  kevinseah.com/  info@kevinseah.com  55B/C Boat Quay Street,

Singapore
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Benjamin Barker 

"Shopping Destination For Men"

Benjamin Barker is a great shopping destination for the fashion-conscious

man. Not only is the shop brimming over with stylish clothes, but each

item on display is of a high-quality and quite durable. Apart from the

clothes, shoppers can also browse through socks, belts and even pocket

squares. If you don’t have time to visit their store, you can always order

stuff online. Benjamin Barker provides free shipping services all over

Singapore.

 +65 6333 4050  www.benjaminbarker.co/a

/storelocator

 contactus@benjaminbarker

.com.au

 6 Raffles Boulevard, Marina

Square, Starthreesixty,

Singapore
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Ambush 

"On a Trendsetting Spree"

Fashion forward men in the city are known to flock to this store to get

their regular dose of style. Ambush is every bit modish as it seems, with

high-quality designer wear hanging off its rack. Its collections indicate that

it is always ahead of the curve when it comes to men's fashion, and stocks

various brands that include Tess Giberson, Ssur, Hood by Air, Wings +

Horns and Casanova Santiago, among several others.

 +65 6836 7667  info@ambushstore.com  333A Orchard Road, The Mandarin

Gallery, Suite 03-14, Singapore
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Blackbarrett 

"High-End Shop For Men"

Blackbarrett is a stylish line of clothes introduced by by Neil Barrett. Apart

from the high-end range of products on offer, the collection also includes

affordable clothing by various brands for all. Set in a modern, expansive

space, that spreads over 1100 feet (102.19 square meters), the Singapore

outlet of Blackbarrett is a shopper's haven for men looking for clothes

that’ll make heads turn. Apart from the clothes, one can also shop for

different kind of accessories like bags and footwear.
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 +65 6304 1345  www.blackbarrett.com/  ask.blackbarrett@club21gl

obal.com

 290 Orchard Road, Paragon,

Suite 02-17/18, Singapore
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